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For seven decades Katharine Hepburn played a leading role in the popular culture of the twentieth century -
reigning as an admired actress, a beloved movie star, and a treasured icon of the modern American woman.
She also remained one of the most private of all the public figures of her time.

In 1983 - at the age of seventy-five, her career cresting - the four-time Academy Award winner opened the
door to biographer A. Scott Berg - then thirty-three - and began a special friendship, one that endured to the
end of her illustrious life.

From the start, Scott Berg felt that Katharine Hepburn intended his role to be not just that of a friend but also
of a chronicler, a confidant who might record for posterity her thoughts and feelings. Over the next twenty
years, Kate used their many hours together to reveal all that came to mind, often reflecting on the people and
episodes of her past, occasionally on the meaning of life.

Here are the stories from those countless intimate conversations, and much more. In addition to recording
heretofore untold biographical details of her entire phenomenal career and her famous relationships with
such men as Spencer Tracy and Howard Hughes, Kate Remembered also tells the amusing, often emotional
story of one of the most touching friendships in her final years. Scott Berg provides his own memories of
Katharine Hepburn offstage - quiet dinners in her town house in New York City, winter swims (she swam,
he watched) in the Long Island Sound at Fenwick, her home in Connecticut, weekend visits with family
members and dear friends...even some unusual appearances by the likes of Michael Jackson and Warren
Beatty. Finally, Kate Remembered discusses the legendary actress's moving farewell, during which her
mighty personality surrendered at last to her failing body - all the while remaining true to her courageous
character.

Kate Remembered is a book about love and friendship, family and career, Hollywood and Broadway - all
punctuated by unforgettable lessons from an extraordinary life.
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From reader reviews:

Pat Billings:

Why don't make it to become your habit? Right now, try to ready your time to do the important act, like
looking for your favorite book and reading a e-book. Beside you can solve your long lasting problem; you
can add your knowledge by the book entitled Kate Remembered. Try to make the book Kate Remembered as
your close friend. It means that it can being your friend when you experience alone and beside that of course
make you smarter than ever before. Yeah, it is very fortuned for you personally. The book makes you
considerably more confidence because you can know everything by the book. So , let's make new experience
along with knowledge with this book.

Donna Hubbard:

Have you spare time for just a day? What do you do when you have a lot more or little spare time? Yep, you
can choose the suitable activity for spend your time. Any person spent their own spare time to take a walk,
shopping, or went to the Mall. How about open or even read a book called Kate Remembered? Maybe it is
being best activity for you. You understand beside you can spend your time with the favorite's book, you can
more intelligent than before. Do you agree with its opinion or you have additional opinion?

Helen Jackson:

Book is to be different per grade. Book for children till adult are different content. We all know that that
book is very important for all of us. The book Kate Remembered seemed to be making you to know about
other expertise and of course you can take more information. It is quite advantages for you. The book Kate
Remembered is not only giving you far more new information but also to get your friend when you
experience bored. You can spend your own spend time to read your guide. Try to make relationship with all
the book Kate Remembered. You never sense lose out for everything if you read some books.

Heather Stewart:

Information is provisions for individuals to get better life, information presently can get by anyone in
everywhere. The information can be a information or any news even a concern. What people must be
consider when those information which is inside the former life are challenging be find than now's taking
seriously which one is acceptable to believe or which one the actual resource are convinced. If you have the
unstable resource then you have it as your main information you will have huge disadvantage for you. All
those possibilities will not happen in you if you take Kate Remembered as your daily resource information.
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